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update notes
for these slides
•

Draft 1 text only

•

Draft 2 add rough screen snapshots, minor additions and
some Pro Tips added

•

Note that a user will be running these trials in the future with
live market data, so numbers may not match up.

•

To do: provide a "locked in time" training price history data
set, so that an exact training situation can be run when going
thru training slides.

Pro Tip: Theoretical background
(beginners can skip)
•

This app is based partly upon knowledge gained in the Advanced Risk And Portfolio Management sessions:

•

https://www.arpm.co

•

Some simplifying assumptions are made, such as eliminating the steps of trying to fit theoretical (smooth) returns distributions
to raw asset returns data, and eliminating distribution assumptions such as "log-normality" or "ellipticality" (terms which the
stat guys reading this will understand). Rather, the app uses the "empirical distribution" of returns (e.g. raw returns data) as its
source for monte carlo price path generation. The non-stat guys can ignore these fancy statistical words, since we don't use
them in the app.

•

In short, we try to take some mathematical risk forecasting tools that the pros use and make them available to retail traders,
without requiring users to write code of any sort (e.g. push button / calculator approach), with no knowledge required of
stochastic calculus: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stochastic_calculus

•

However, this app has not been approved or vetted by the above ARPM organization and has no connection with them except
as a source of theory and inspiration.

•

Furthermore, we introduce concepts such as model calibration from engineering into these risk models; contrary to popular
belief, complicated computer simulations are rarely accurate the first time through, even in so-called "logical" physics-based
contexts, especially when there is uncertainty or model simplification involved (e.g. of initial conditions, of material properties,
of model simplifying assumptions):

•

For some flavor of this, see notes in the RESULTS section of this doc regarding "Validation":

•

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/b185/5c30c1b5112704f474092efb9494a6729c39.pdf

•

If computer models of "mother nature," durable goods / manufactured products need calibration and tuning, how much
more so should we try to calibrate models of the markets, where we know even less of the fundamental driving forces
and properties?

1. Get the price data
for a symbol
We will start by analyzing the SPY ETF which tracks the S&P 500 in performance.
A. Get the app from the App Store: MCarloRisk
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mcarlorisk-for-stocks-etfs/id412346415?mt=8
Start the app.
B. Type in the symbol SPY, top of screen.
C. Press Download (upper left).
D. Visually check the blue time series graph for proper data (upper left)
(e.g. in case you typed the symbol wrong, you might notice the wrong chart if you are familiar with the charts of your
favorite stocks).
Pro Tips:
E. Data is from the IEX exchange 5 year chart data feed (iextrading.com), and most common stocks and ETFs are supported.
F. Some crypto currencies are supported; tap the crypto button at the top of the app for a current list. The crypto historical
price data comes from cryptocompare.com.
G. We don't use standard crypto ticker symbols in some cases, due to overlap with the main stock market symbols, so be
sure to check the list in the crypto menu for your favorite crypto currency.

1. enter symbol
2. press Download
3. verify price chart

Pro Tip
Not needed now, but
for future ref...
This is the distribution
of daily returns
in the sampling period,
the period from which
monte carlo random
walks are generated.
We sample from this raw
data, we don't try to fit a
theoretical distribution
to this data.

Pro Tip
When you have more than one
asset in your portfolio
as set up by the EditFolio menu,
this button lets you sort
the returns distributions
of the assets diﬀerently.
Side swiping on the
distribution histogram selects
diﬀerent assets in the portfolio
in the sorted order.

Pro Tip
By changing
days backwd to sample
and days withheld
in Monte Carlo settings,
you can generate returns
distributions for
diﬀerent time periods

2. Pro Tip: What is the bell
curve shaped histogram?
The app computes daily returns from the price data it gets.
Ignore the histogram for now, the graph that looks like a mangled-up rough "bell curve."
This is the histogram of daily returns in a recent time period.
This is mainly for reference when you start analyzing more than 1 asset at a time and comparing returns
behavior among them.
We will get into this in a future session.
Pro Tips:
Most apps only allow comparing time series price chart behavior, but this app allows comparing nontime series daily returns behavior among stocks via this histogram and associated returns statistics.
Hint for the advanced users: When you have a portfolio of assets (set up using the Edit Folio menu on
the upper right of the first Prices & Rtns tab of the app), you can pan your finger sideways on this
returns graph to cycle through the returns distributions of all assets in your portfolio. There is a sort
button above the returns distribution to let you sort the returns distribution by diﬀerent criteria: volatility,
bullish/bearish skew, mean, (fat) tail ratio, fatness of tails (known as kurt[osis] etc)

3. Examine the default
Monte Carlo setup
Go to the Monte Carlo tab on the bottom toolbar of the app.
After you download data for a symbol, a default Monte Carlo backtest is generated automatically.
Press the blue Plot button to see the plot.
The model is initially set up as a backtest over recent data (100 trading days).
★ all days notations in the app are referring to trading days, not calendar days --- remember this to avoid mistakes.
Pro Tip: For crypto traders, trading days = calendar days. Crypto traders already know this. Us regular stock market
guys did not, until recently.
You will notice that a Monte Carlo "envelope" over the backtest period is automatically computed, with some default
parameters.
You will see that the shape of the smooth envelope curves are similar in shape to a "square root of time" shape
(time is on the X or horizontal axis of the graph, as in a normal stock chart), as predicted by standard stock market
range/risk forecasting theory.
Bonus material (not needed to understand this app): A nice writeup on this "square root of time" concept, if you are not
familiar:
https://sixfigureinvesting.com/2014/06/volatility-and-the-square-root-of-time/
Hint: This "square root of time" curve shape will be slightly modified when we start adding Black Swan events to our
model for calibration purposes.

default monte carlo setup is for a 100 day backtest
we withhold 100 days, then go forward 100 days from there; the user can control both independently

press Plot
to see this

curves of
constant
probability,
approximately
square-root-of-time
shape

blue curve = actual data
(reference for backtest)

Pro tip
(beginners can skip)
A quote from the aforementioned link:
https://sixfigureinvesting.com/2014/06/volatility-and-the-square-root-of-time/
"Underlying the sqrt[t] relationship of time and volatility is the assumption that stock market returns follow a
Gaussian distribution (lognormal to be precise). This assumption is flawed (Taleb, Derman, and Mandelbrot lecture
us on this), but general practice is to assume that the sqrt[t] relationship is close enough."
However, in our MCarloRisk app, we do not make the Guassian / lognormal assumption. Since we are resampling
from raw historical returns data to generate our forward monte carlo paths, any non-lognormal behavior (including "fat
tail" behavior) is captured by our models.
Additionally, adding Black Swan events as we do in this training document to tune the model to backtests also pushes
the returns distribution farther from a Gaussian/lognormal distribution.

4. Adjust MC backtest
parameters to 3 calendar months
First we will backtest the model, to see how good it is, in one recent time period.
What time period will we use?
Default in the app is 100 trading days, but we are more interested in shorter periods of 3
months / 90 CALENDAR days, which works out to about 63 trading days.
When we calibrate the model to historical data, it seems useful to calibrate to the time
horizon we are interested in, because the model may calibrate diﬀerently at significantly
diﬀerent time horizons. E.g. calibrating for 1 month (instead of 3 month) forecasting
may require a slightly diﬀerent calibration of the model.
Pro tip:
For more precise model adjustment in the future E.g. for hitting precisely the day an
option expires, you may want to take a look at a trading calendar and account for
holidays, long months, etc, for exact trading day counts in the future forecast period...
but for this example, 63 is a good nominal value to represent 90 calendar days.

5. Why backtest?
Why backtest?
We have heard of backtesting a trading strategy, or a trading
algorithm, but why do we backtest a risk model?
★ We don't want to be too pessimistic and Over-estimate our risk
with the model, because that would mean we miss good
opportunities.
Also, we don't want the model to be too optimistic and Underestimate the downside risk.
We want to be in that "goldilocks" / just-right zone, with our model.

6. Backtest / calibration
overall view
Backtesting is in 2 overall steps:
A: Bulk backtest: We will try to calibrate and backtest a model for the most recent 3 months.
For this first bulk backtest, we stay on the Monte Carlo tab of the app and make adjustments there, re-run the
Monte Carlo each time, and examine the risk envelope graph versus the with-held "reality" price chart data.
When we are satisfied that we are getting a reasonable model in the short term (most recent 3 months), then
we will move on to:
B: Exhaustive "Validate" backtest:
We will take this 3 month backtest generated in step A, and walk the whole thing back in time, one day at a
time, to see how the same model settings would have worked farther back in time.
Then we will flip back to the MonteCarlo tab, adjust the model parameters again, recheck the Validate and see
if results got better or worse, to see if we can tune-in the model better to our known historical reality.
This tuning / calibration feedback process is repeated until we are satisfied with the backtest, or if we find
we cannot tune our model well enough to historical data (which may be the case, in some extreme
circumstances).

When do you stop trying to
improve a model?
•

When you are satisfied it meets all of your criteria, and reduces risk the most it can, and
increases your returns maximally (rare, in the volatile asset markets)

•

When you run out of time (the boss needs it NOW).

•

When you need to make a money-committing decision NOW (buy/sell).

•

Is an imperfect model better than no model? This is something you should think about.

•

•

Note: "no model" is really "a model" if you are going to make a decision based on
"intuition" or "past experience." The model is in your mind, but you don't know
exactly what it is. Is a model that you can write down and see, better than a model
you can't see? This is also something you should think about.

A shout-out to Dr. Capps / Texas A&M Econometrics for this valuable insight:
http://agecon.tamu.edu/faculty-staﬀ/faculty/capps-oral/

6a. Exhaustive backtesting
overview (Validate)
generate monte carlo
model for most recent
3 months

Validate: step this model back
in time over many days (e.g.
100 days, or maybe 1 year or
more)

"calibration feedback mechanism"
model tuning process

adjust monte carlo model
parameters in a direction that may
yield better long term validations
(modeler judgement required)

check monte carlo results
over all the many days we
step it back

good enough?
Not good enough

ready for
forecasting!

11. Before we customize our model:
hints on navigating the Monte Carlo screen
This Monte Carlo screen / app tab is "modal". It has 3 modes, or panels:
The mode setting is indicated by a

largish-blue text button on the right side --> of the Monte Carlo page of the app, which

takes on settings Report/Plot/Traces.
You press this button repeatedly to cycle through the modes.
Use the blue Plot button on the Monte Carlo tab to toggle between the 3 modes: Plot, Traces, and Report
Plot mode is of course the envelope plot of the Monte Carlo results: either a backtest, or a forecast, as we will see.
Report is the text description of the output of the model, to show you some details which may not be obvious on the graphs.
The Report setting also opens up all the model adjustment parameters, as we will see shortly.
Traces is just a visual example of a small sample of the Monte Carlo time series traces generated by the algorithm, overlaid on
the time series / envelope graph. It is not all the traces, as this would run into the thousands, and obscure all the other info on
the graph.
You can see that the traces get kind of thin in density as we approach the top and bottom of the price range envelope
forecasted, as expected.
E.g. more extreme price values in the future (bullish or bearish) are less likely than mild price swings, for most assets. You can
see that these traces are more dense (indicating more probable outcomes) near the middle of the future price range envelope.
If you get lost when running the app, go to the Monte Carlo tab, then:
★ To get back to the place where you enter data on this Monte Carlo tab, such as days backwd to sample, just keep tapping
that blue Plot/ReportTraces button until it gets to the Report mode.
You will see the data entry fields appear at the top of the screen when in Report mode.

Navigating within the Monte Carlo screen
Report mode:
all settings available
for changing

Plot / Traces / Report mode button

Plot mode:
shows Monte Carlo
envelope plot

Traces mode:
shows some of
the Monte Carlo
generated
random walks

7. Start setting up the
3 month backtest
So let's start with the bulk one-step backtest of the most recent 63 trading days:
Tap the Plot/Traces/Report button until we get back to the place were you can enter data at the top of the
Monte Carlo screen.
In Monte Carlo tab, top bar:
set days withheld to 63 (63 trading days ~= e.g. 3 calendar months)
set days fwd to 63
We want to withhold 63 trading days from the most recent price data we have.
If we are running the app during the trading day, the app will use yesterday's close as the most recent point
in our known data time series, since we of course don't know today's closing price yet.
If we run the app After market hours, depending on how fast our chart data feed keeps up, we can get
today's close in our data set.
Next:
Set days backwd to sample to 252 (e.g. 252 trading days = 1 year). (Upper right on Monte Carlo tab).

set up a 3 month back test, use 63 trading days for both

to re-run
the simulation
after changing
parameters

???

set to 1 year of trading days
to sample from

Plot button disappears
if simulation needs to be
re-run

Science / Judgement
discussion
•

•

M.S.: Modeling Science

•

Indisputable methods.

•

E.g. take a price, apply a constant risk-free interest rate, project it forward or backward in time.

•

E.g. Given a set of daily returns, generate monte carlo random walks so many days forward.

M.J.: Modeling Judgement

•

(part art / part science, based on experience, caution, external events feeding into your knowledge)

•

Not fully resolved

•

How far back should we backtest?

•

How far back should we resample from history?

•

Should we adjust expected volatility or expected skew?

•

When is a backtest "good enough"?

•

Should we tune our model to the most extreme events (e.g. 1% or less risk tolerance? Or should we tune our
model to more common 5% adverse events?) Or both?

•

Etc.

8. What is
days backwd to sample?
This is how far back we want to pull daily returns data to construct our forward Monte Carlo envelope. In our example,
this is 252 days BEFORE our withheld 63 day backtest block.
This may be obvious to you, but we can't take any data from this 63 day withheld data block, because that is
considered to be "future" data when we are backtesting. And of course we cannot sample from the future.
This 252 days backwd to sample is an adjustable parameter, and there is some trader/analyst judgement involved here
when setting this number.
Modeling Judgement calls:
Do we care more about Recent time for our given stock/asset/ETF under study?
Or do we want to also take data from older history?
We can and will adjust this days backwd to sample as a tuning parameter of the model later.
Remember:
If we care more about recent time periods, we REDUCE days backwd to sample.
If we are more about older history, we INCREASE days backwd to sample.
Pro Tip:
Also, we can put more weight on the more recent days in this days backwd to sample period by using the buttons on
the tool bar (green) that pops up when you tap days backwd to sample field.
See the buttons Uniform and Linear Decay Back when you tap days backwd to sample
More about this later. Just leave it at its default Uniform setting for now.

Pro Tip
(beginners
can skip)

when you tap here,
you can access these
settings

these may be useful
for model calibration
in some cases
Uniform =
i.i.d. assumption:
independent,
identically
distributed

Linear = weight
more recent days
heavier when sampling
(choose
more recent days
more often when
generating
random walks)

10. Run your new model!
Now press Run MC (upper left, when in Monte Carlo tab).
★ You should always press Run MC after changing model settings to rerun the Monte Carlo.
The press Plot
The model is re-generated in this backtest period of 63 trading days, and
compared to the reality that occurred in that period.
The reality of withheld data is the blue market curve. That is the actual
SPY time history chart in these recent 63 days.

12. Navigating the
Monte Carlo envelope plot
Now toggle the blue Plot/Report/Traces button back to the Plot mode and examine the
plot.
You can drag the vertical sliders sideways, on the bottom graph and the top yellow
graph. In our app notes on the app store, we refer to these as "cursor beams."
The bottom graph slider slices through the model at diﬀerent numbers of days forward
within our modeled time period:
1 to 63 in our test case (1 to 63 trading days from the start of the model time period).
E.g. this is the TIME slider.
The blue curve is the raw actual data of SPY, since we are backtesting.
The bottom slider text notation indicates the actual date at that TIME slice, if we are
backtesting, and the actual price of SPY at market close on that date.

63 trading day (3 month)
bulk backtest example

as you drag the top slider
sideways,
this black curve of
constant
probability moves
up and down
green median
50th percentile
'expected value'
curve

probability slider,
drag sideways
to select probability

1% and 5%
curves of constant
probability are
marked permanently
on the envelope graph,
color coded

over the long run*
we expect
the reality to be
over (under) this curve
about half the time
"if the model is good"

time slider, drag sideways
to select 1 to 63 days into the
forecast period

*perhaps longer run
than our backtest

In our case, we are forecasting
into a known window
of time, hence,
this is a backtest

13. Plot
Curves of constant probability
The Red curve is the 1% risk trace as estimated by the model. It is the bottom curve, typically underneath the blue
reality price curve.
This curve suggests that there is only a 1% chance of the price dipping below this curve as time progresses, if the
model is good. As you can see, the legends on the graph (1% risk etc) are color-coded to the curves on the graph.
The Magenta curve is the 5% risk trace as estimated by the model.
This curve suggests that there is only a 5% chance of the price dipping below this curve, if the model is good.
The 1% risk trace represents, more-or-less, the bottom envelope of the model. For a good model during a backtest,
the actual blue data curve (real prices) should rarely dip below this 1% risk value. If the blue curve DOES go below this
1% red curve a lot during a backtest, it means the model is underestimating the risk in that backtest period.
The bright Green curve is the 50% / median "most probable" curve.
Even though it is noted as "most probable," as estimated by the model, this does not mean it is an exact value we will
forecast with this green curve.
We will never see the blue curve exactly match this green curve in reality due to normal volatility, drift, momentum,
random shocks, etc, in stock prices, except perhaps once in a while randomly, during a backtest.
In reality, there will be blue curve variation from this green most probable curve, of course.
You will see more about this topic as we do more detailed validation of the model.

14. What about other probabilities?
Now, what if we want something like the 90% or 99% risk value? We don't want to draw a hundred curves on the
graph because it gets too confusing to read. So we have the top yellow graph, and if you slide the slider sideways on
that yellow graph, you can adjust the percentage value you are reading oﬀ of the bottom graph. This is shown by the
black curve on the bottom graph.
So if you set the top slider to 99% by moving it mostly all the way to the right, the bottom black curve will be pushed
up towards the top of the envelope graph.
What this means is that we expect that the real price has a 99% probability of being BELOW this black curve, if the
model is good.
★ If you slide the top yellow graph slider sideways (left and right), the black constant probability curve moves down
and up on the bottom graph.
Pro Tip: The top graph is computed at half percent increments, so the highest value we allow there is 99.5%, and the
lowest is 0.5%
The math:
The top probability graph (yellow) is a "cumulative" probability graph. Often, this is shown as an S-shaped curve in
statistics books, but we put the S sideways to fit on the small phone screen.
There is no "formula" for this curve as you might see in references online (although some of the standard formulas may
come close). This is an "empirical" distribution curve, meaning, we compute it from raw empirical data, we don't try to
fit any equation to it now.
Pro Tip: Future iterations of the app may do some fitting of "formula" / analytic type distributions to raw data, but the
app does not do it now. If this is of interest, please contact the developer via the iPhone App Store review mechanism.
By Cumulative, it means that we always read the probability as: "probability of being BELOW the printed value." This
also means that if we had set the upper graph to 99%, it suggests that there is only a 1% chance of the price value
being ABOVE the printed value ("according to the Monte Carlo model we built and tuned," which is our standard
caveat). For now, we ignore the probability of the reality being exactly at the value, because this is a rare case, and
these models are not that accurate.

14a. Dual sliders &
the monte carlo surface
Both the top slider and the bottom slider work together to slice through the Monte
Carlo model results.
You can see as you move the top (yellow graph) slider left and right, that the bottom
graph black curve goes down and up.
If you slide one slider, make sure you at least check the setting of the other slider to
avoid reading the wrong values oﬀ of the graphs.
E.g. the Monte Carlo model generates an internal probability surface in 3
dimensions: (time, price, and probability), and we can read values of PRICE oﬀ of the
graphs by adjusting PROBABILITY (top graph) and TIME FORWARD (bottom graph).
In the iPhone app, the surface is "real" and exists in the internal data, but it is not
displayed visually as a 3D surface; it is displayed as slices through the surface, as
you can see if you experiment with the app.
Our similar iPad app MCarloRisk3D shows a more 3-dimensional view of this exact
surface data that you can explore by rotating it in 3D and slicing thru it at various
times and probabilities, for teaching and visualization purposes.

15. Checking our
63 day backtest
If we see the blue actual value dipping far below the red or magenta
curves in this backtest period, it means that the model is UNDER
estimating the risk in this withheld data period.
In our case, we are using the most recent 63 trading days (3 months).
In this example, we Do see that the blue curve goes pretty far below the
red curve on more than 1 day.
This is not good, so we should adjust the model a bit.

bulk backtest
quick visual check

blue reality curve goes below
the red 1% risk
curve
much more than
1% of the time

16. First model adjustment:
days backward to sample
The first and easiest (and perhaps most proper) adjustment to try is:
★ how far back should we sample our data when building the model?
We started with 1 year e.g. 252 trading days, but maybe older data is not relevant any more, maybe we
want to take more recent data only?
So let's set this days backwd to sample to 126 trading days (half year). Remember, in order to find
the adjustment values, tap on the blue button Plot/Traces/Report until you get to the right screen.
Be sure to press Run MC after you change this setting, then tap the Plot button to go back to the Plot.
---Still, we see the blue actual curve dipping far below our 1% risk trace.
Think about the meaning of this: If our risk model says there is a"1% probability" of something
occurring, and in our backtest, we see this "1% risk trace crossing" happening much more often than
ONE OR TWO TIMES in our 63 day period, then our risk model is pretty lousy, right?
We are underestimating risk!

first model tuning trials
adjust days backwd to sample
to 126 and 504
Run MC after each change
examine Plot after each change

17. What, if anything, have
we learned from this?
Without a backtest feature like this, any Monte Carlo forecasting model of
this nature can easily give misleading results.
Even with the basic SPY asset, a full-market ETF, we are blowing past our
so called "1st percentile" risk curve.
A bad backtest is obvious in our first test case here with SPY e.g.,
"the market" as a whole...
How much more wrong could a Monte Carlo model be with more volatile
assets like crypto currencies, or more volatile stocks?
The answer is: Very wrong.
So: we continue to calibrate.

18. Since decreasing didn't work,
Try increasing days backwd to sample
Since setting our resampling period to 1/2 year didn't fix it, let's try 2
years or 504 trading days.
Flip the Plot/Traces/Report button until you see the data entry fields
again.
Set days backwd to sample to 504. (e.g. 2 calendar years)
Or 500. It shouldn't make much diﬀerence. It's your choice. You're the
modeler! The app helps You build Models based on Your experience!
Press RunMC. Then press Plot to show the plot.

19. And the results are...???
Still, our backtest is pretty lousy.
So we have to resort to more extreme tuning methods.
Just changing how far back we sampled data doesn't seem to
be improving the backtest or changing it much at all.
Side note: we could also try to reduce the number of days
sampled further (e.g. quarter year), or increase it more beyond 2
years. But that we leave as an exercise to the reader.

19a. Let's not get
too hasty...
On the properness of tuning parameters:
We mentioned that adjusting days backward to sample might be "more proper" than other methods. If we can get a
good model just by choosing actual data from the past in diﬀerent time windows, this is using actual raw data "from the
field" to build our model.
The methods we use here (which you will see shortly) to tune a model by introducing Black Swan events is somewhat
unnatural, because we are injecting "bearish randomness" that was not present in our recent history data set.
However, it is plausible that such Black Swans occurred in the more distant past.
Think: recession / depression eras when the market did poorly over large amounts of time,
or think: markets responding to harsh negative world events that happen every once in a while,
...so it is plausible that such Black Swan events may occur in the future.
Hence, adding in Black Swan events to get a decent calibration is not out of the realm of rationality.
Pro tip:
Since setting days backwd to sample to half and then double the 1 year initial trial value didn't have much of an
eﬀect on the backtest, adjusting the sample weighting in the green popup above the keyboard, e.g. Uniform versus
Linear Decay Back will not have much of an eﬀect on the results either, so we won't change that setting now and will
leave it at the default Uniform.
Now let us continue the example:
Let's put days backwd to sample to 252 again (our standard 1 year resample period) before we proceed, to avoid
confusing ourselves.

20. Fancier model tuning
Press the blue Tune button. If you don't see it on the right when in the Monte
Carlo tab of the app, keep tapping the Plot/Traces/Report button to get Tune
to show up.
This shows some more advanced tuning parameters.
In the iPhone app, we have access to 3 additional tuning parameters:
1. Add Black Swan events or not. Default is "NO" / switch is Oﬀ.
2. control the probability of the Black Swan happening.
3. control the amount (magnitude) of the Black Swan.
4. advanced: control the sampling run length

21. Black Swan trial 1
In this example we will concentrate on Black Swans, and we will not adjust item 4 (sampling
run length).
You can experiment with this setting yourself when you are tuning models. We will discuss
later the meaning of this setting.
So toggle the Black Swan switch On.
Now let's put some more realistic values into the Black Swan parameters.
Use 5% drop (Amt : "Amount" or magnitude value) and leave probability of occurrence at the
default 0.1%. We used the term Amount or Amt abbreviation because Magnitude might be a
little harder to understand, and the abbreviation Mag can be confused with Magnification.
You must then press Run MC to re-run the model.
Then press Plot to show the plot.

Initial Black Swan tuning setup: 5% magnitude, 0.1% probability of black swan occurrence

put back to 252: 1 trading year (note: typo on screen shot shows 256)
don't forget to re-run
try these
press Tune
to open up
advanced
tuning
parameters

button on

22. Black Swan results are...
Alas, our first Black Swan random shocks are not enough to improve the model
much.
Our blue reality curve is still reliably going below the 1% risk level more than a trivial
amount.
So let's increase the probability of the Black Swans happening, and the amount
(magnitude) of the random shocks.
When you are doing this yourself, you probably want to make some small
adjustments to each of these Black Swan values and re-run the model each time
with RunMC, and check the Plot each time for reasonableness (e.g. does the risk
envelope at the bottom end seem to reflect what is going on with the blue actual
curve, or does the blue curve blow past the bottom red risk curve often?)
It seems that once you gain some experience with this app, you can find rough
values that work well for these Black Swan parameters to start, so you can tune-in a
decent model quicker.

23. Black Swan
adjustments
Use your experience too, when setting these Black Swan parameters.
SPY is not likely to drop 10% in a day, but Tesla or GE might, right?
Let's not iterate too much now, and just set Black Swan values Amount
(Amt) to 7% and Probability to 1% then RunMC.
Flip to the Plot by pressing the Plot button.

24. Black Swan
7% magnitude / 1% occurrence ...
ok for now...

Now we see that our red 1% risk curve is getting crossed by the blue actual SPY
curve a little bit, earlier in the backtest period, but not so much as with other
earlier settings of Black Swan that we tried, or with Black Swan oﬀ, as when we
started.
Maybe the blue curve is crossing the 1% curve a little too much, but remember,
this is only 1 backtest period we are checking now.
So let's call this good, and let's save further tuning for our more detailed
backtest (Validation) which we will do next.

Stronger Black Swans...

not bad...

25. Validate introduction
Ok now for more detailed validation, leave all of our Monte Carlo settings the same as they are, and go to the
Validate tab on the bottom toolbar of the app.
We see on the upper right when on the Validate screen, we can set how far back we want to do the exhaustive
"validate" back test.
Default is 100 trading days, so let's leave this for now.
As we noted earlier, this is a modeling judgement call as well, when you are validating models.
How far back, should we backtest?
The discussion is somewhat limited in this app as it stands, in that we can only access 5 years of market data
from IEX Trading, so we can't do a 10 or 20 year backtest even if we wanted to.
Pro Tip: If you are interested in longer risk model backtests beyond 5 years, contact us through the App Store
review system or via info@diﬀent.com so we can judge interest in this area.
But, still: should we test 1 year or 2 years back? Or 60 days? 30 days? or what?
We will leave this discussion for later, and leave it as a thought-starter for our traders, and just say for now: not
all in Monte Carlo modeling is automatic, you need to bring your experience with the markets into play when
building models.

Validate tab initial setup,
enter this value then press here

Validate results look something like this
toggle between plot & report

}

}

Report quantifies
some of what
you see on
the graph for
specific risk targets

26. Validate 100 days, trial 1
Alright, so let's try a Validate for 100 days! Press Validate at the top of the screen since 100 is the default
setting.
★ The model settings you have set up in the Monte Carlo tab are used during this validation.
After the validation runs, we show a Report with specific interesting risk levels checked.
Let's leave this report for later, and examine the results plot, so press the Plot button at the top of the
Validate screen.
Here we see a summary of our 63 day Monte Carlo model computed back in time, 1 day at a time.
The graphs show the 63 day extreme rightward (max time) values from the Monte Carlo tab (the biggest
opening of the risk envelope on the right side), and the bright green 50th percentile median value.
We also show the top 95th percentile result of the model as the top of this Validate envelope, but since this is
a RISK model (risk of loss), we are more interested in the lower end 1% / 5% probability values, and possibly
the 50th percentile value, to see how accurate the model might be in the most probable value range.
If you are analyzing an exotic asset like a crypto currency, or an extremely volatile stock, you might want to
examine the top 95th percentile values also, for sanity checks of your model. But for now, we focus on the
low end and mid range curves.
Pro Tip:
It may be useful to tune the model to the high-end 95th percentile target (or at least pay attention to how
wrong it is), if you are looking at investing in very bullish call options on an asset (and related equivalent
options...the options guys know all tricks!), since in that extreme bullish case we are interested in the upper
portion of the price / probability envelope.

27. Checking Validate
results via Plot and Report
Examining the Validate Plot, we see that our reality curve (blue) blips below the bottom curves a bit more than we
would like.
But examining charts "by inspection" can only get us so far, so we have the more detailed Report information in
this Validate process.
The Report tab allows us to quantify errors a bit more, so we are not relying totally on visuals, so let's flip to the
Report tab. (The Report button is on the top toolbar of the app when the bottom toolbar is set to Validate.)
In the Report, we take our 4 tuning targets: top 95th percentile, midrange 50th percentile value, and 1% and 5%
risk target values, and do a simple analysis on whether our model is close to reality in this exhaustive Validate case,
or whether reality is missing our targets "too much."
Pro Tip: "Too much" is approximated by a simple statistical calculation based on the number of validation days you
have set up. This is described more in the Appendix of these slides and in the app per-Version release notes on the
app store. Hint: It involves binomial theory.
We put these AcceptRanges in the Validate page to allow you to be a better judge of the accuracy of the validation.
No validation is going to be 100% accurate for this type of model.
So we allow some "slop," computed by a reasonable formal method that tightens up the AcceptRange tolerance as
we increase our validation time frame, and loosens up the AcceptRange tolerances if we run fewer validations, so
that we don't reject a model that might be "good enough."

28. Validate
AcceptRange(s)
Then after we have our AcceptRanges figured out (the app does this for you), we
compare how much our reality blue SPY curve crosses our 95/50/5/1 percent
modeled curves in this validate period.
We compute percentages of how often our reality crosses these curves, and then
we show some English phrase to indicate how well the model is calibrated, based
on the AcceptRange tolerances.
E.g. we tell in English if the model is meeting our AcceptRange tolerances, or if it is
too high or too low for each target.
We put the English wording in because this type of model is fairly complicated to
understand at first, and we think that using AcceptRanges and an English
interpretation of the results can help you tune the model quicker as you are learning.
Or, just in general, we want to make these statistical concepts easier to understand
at-a-glance.

AcceptRange[s] hints are computed based on
days to withhold

Interpretation of Validate
results in words,
for hints regarding each target
risk level

29. Continuing Validate
checking...
So back to our 100 validation step Report results, we see that in this more extreme backtest, our reality
curve is a little oﬀ from our AcceptRange targets.
"Reality is more risky than model" is the key phrase you should look for.
This indicates an over-optimistic prediction from our model.
This is definitely not what we want.
If our model is "oﬀ" a bit, we would rather be a little more pessimistic, if we are checking for "risk of loss."
So here we see our 5% level is really coming in at about 12% from the model, but the 1% risk target match
is looking pretty good.
So we are not too far oﬀ, really.
Model tuning direction:
So what we want to do is:
tune the model such that it pushes forecasts more "bearish" (toward loss).

30. Next tuning steps
•

What, more tuning?

•

But: We just did that on the Monte Carlo tab!

•

Yes we did, but only for one recent "63 trading days"
period (i.e. 3 calendar month)... the bulk backtest period.

•

Now our exhaustive Validate is showing that the model
may need to be tuned a bit more, as we check that same
model farther backwards in time (100 days more).

31. More Black Swans...
Again in this iPhone app, our 800-pound gorilla tuning method is to introduce more probable
or "stronger", more negative, more bearish, Black Swan events.
Pro Tip: The iPad app MCarloRisk3D has slightly more sophisticated tuning methods which
allow us to increase or decrease expected volatility, and to "put our thumb on the scale" of
the "skew" of the expected returns distribution in the future to make it more bullish or bearish
...but that will be the topic of another presentation.
For now, we crank up the Black Swans a bit more.
We go back to the Monte Carlo tab,
Flip the Plot/Report/Traces button a couple times if necessary, to show the Report / settings
mode,
then press the blue Tune button to open up the more sophisticated tuning parameters, which
is where we hide the Black Swan settings.

32. Black Swans
7% magnitude/1.2% occurrence
Since we are still not showing enough risk in the model, let's make the Black Swans a bit more
probable. Let's make the future more risky.
Let's leave the Black Swan magnitude (Amt) at 7% which we had before and which worked pretty
well, and change probability of occurrence to 1.2% probable.
By habit, we press RunMC to re-run the single bulk backtest, then go back to the Validate tab and
re-run the full validation.
We did this tuning a few times before writing this up, and we know that 1.2% is a pretty good value
to use.
In your real usage of the app, you may have to go back and forth from the Monte Carlo tab / Tune
popup, and then back to the Validate tab each time, to tune-in some good values for an asset
diﬀerent than SPY, or in a diﬀerent time period, etc.
This is the calibration feedback loop we diagrammed on slide 6a.

Add a bit more Black Swans,
randomly

33. Decent Validate!
In Validate, press the Report button in Validate tab and check our results.
We see reasonable model validation for 5% and 1% target levels.
The model is overestimating the median 50% value a bit in this Validate backtest.
We are getting 66% of the reality (blue curve) points above the 50th percentile bright green curve, and our
AcceptRange suggests that we should be getting between 42 and 58 blue versus green curve crossings
(inclusive) to better represent the 50th percentile value.
However, we are getting a value of 66 (e.g. our green curve is above the blue curve 66 of the 100 days we
tested) which is outside our AcceptRange for this target.
This is evident in the Validate Plot. Switch to the Plot setting at the top of the screen.
Notice how the blue reality curve is going below the bright green forecast curve a bit more than half the
time (50%). But it is not too bad. It might be a decent model to start working with.

Pro Tip: The default validate time period is 100 days, which makes it easy to convert days to percentages in
your head (e.g. 66 days = 66%), if you want to eyeball the results as you are getting comfortable with this
method.

Decent Validate example
exact numbers may vary depending on
when the test is made, since the market is
changing over time

green curve is a bit high

}

you can see how the
words relate to the graph

34. Pro Tip: Residuals
and the
Predictor/Corrector theme (beginners can skip)
ALSO notice the dark green hash lines going vertically between the blue curve and the bright green curve.
These represent "model residuals," which we will get into in a future training session.
We feed these residual values back to our most recent Monte Carlo plot, so even if our model doesn't backtest "spot
on" for the 50th percentile, we can use the residual values to inform or correct our 50th percentile forecasts even more.
E.g. We can use the errors of the exhaustive Validate backtests to inform and improve our most recent model!
It is similar to the theme of "predictor / corrector" methods in mathematics.
The Monte Carlo predicts,
we validate that model,
we get the errors from that validation,
then we feed those errors back to our most recent Monte Carlo model
to correct it
or at least add additional range bounds on our estimated 50th percentile curve.
An interesting thought experiment is: can this prediction/correction be done iteratively to improve the model results?
A topic for a future discussion...
Also, the model seems to be a bit over-optimistic at the high end: the 95th percentile target value is showing the phrase:
95th perc from model is too high
This is where our slightly more advanced tuning methods in the iPad app may help, but we will leave the model as it is
now, because the model is hitting our critical mid and low ranges pretty well, and we want to forge ahead with more
example use cases.

Pro Tip
Just a hint at what is going on
with Validate residuals

vertical dark green bar
indicating most
of the range of the residuals
(excluding extreme outliers
high and low)

50th percentile
residuals from
the exhaustive
validate...
...are displayed
in summary form
the next
time you
re-run
the Monte Carlo
in the most recent
period

mean of
most recent
validate
residuals

35. Before we get into forecasts: Tuning options summary
•

Things you can change to tune-in / calibrate a Monte Carlo model better, to match exhaustive Validate backtests better (in the iPhone
app)

•

Days backward to sample

•

Uniform / Linear sampling (e.g. Linear = weight more recent days heavier, so that more recent days are fed into the Monte Carlo random
walk generator). We didn't go into this feature in this example, but that menu pops up when you tap the days backward to sample
field.

•

Black Swans on / oﬀ

•

If Black Swans on:

•

Black Swan amount (magnitude) in percent

•

Black Swan probability of occurrence

•

It is a Modeling Judgement call, and may take some experimentation, to see the eﬀect of changing Black Swan Amount versus
Black Swan probability of occurrence. It may be more suitable to set Black Swan magnitudes to be smaller but occurring more
often, rather than setting Black Swan magnitude to the rather large 7% value as we did here, while using lower probability values
of occurrence.

•

Advanced (not covered in this training example): sampling run length. If this is 1 (the default), each sample is independently taken
from the actual daily returns (the data in our "days backwd to sample" window). This is the ordinary "independent identically
distributed" (i.i.d.) assumption of stock market returns, where the return each day is independent of the return on any prior day.

•

•

If this run length is set to 2 (for example), we pick a sample from the past, then we pick the Next day's sample [from that
same past]. E.g. if we randomly picked the return of day 10 in the sample period, we would then pick the return from day 11
immediately after, and chain those 2 into the Monte Carlo path generator in that order. Similar for 3, etc. E.g. we allow
"sequential runs" in the past return data to be resampled, which may have an eﬀect on the overall model results. You can
experiment with this advanced setting as you are tuning your models to see how much of an eﬀect it has. We have not done
many studies of this sample run length setting yet, but based on some academic papers [insert ref here], it may be a useful
tuning parameter. This sampling run length is only available if we resample from empirical (actual) returns data. In other
systems that artificially generate returns data from returns probability distribution functions, the time series nature of returns
data is lost, and only i.i.d. (independent identically distributed returns) assumptions are possible. There are additional flavors
of run sequencing that are not yet supported by this app.

The iPad app MCarloRisk3D has additional model tuning settings:

•

Expected Volatility higher or lower than in the period from which we sample (e.g. the recent past).

•

"Skew" of returns more bullish or more bearish than in the recent past.

35a. Pro Tip -- A hint of more subtle tuning parameters in the iPad app
The corresponding iPad app MCarloRisk3D also allows you to tweak forward volatility
and skew in the Tune menu ("putting your thumb" on the bullish or bearish side of the scale)
These tuning factors are applied to the historical returns data that you are sampling from,
e.g., the overall shape of the returns distribution (including fat tails, if any) is used as the
baseline, then modified by these adjustments.

}

Tap ++ or -- to
bump
Volat(ility)
scale by small
amounts

Adjusting forward volatility is
probably one of the "safer"
tuning methods, since it doesn't
have bullish or bearish
bias
(e.g. it is non-directional)

35b. Pro Tip -- why no Volat & Skew
tweaking yet in the iPhone app?
•

The iPhone app allows portfolios of assets (not covered in
this first training session), which represent a multidimensional returns distribution, and the concept of adjusting
volatility and skew isn't as simple as for the single asset case.
this is only 2 dimensions.
the multi-asset returns distribution
gets more complicated.

•

We probably will try to find a simple way to code this in the
future ... so stay "tuned" ... (pun intended)

36. Forecasting with a
tuned / validated model
Now that we have a decent 100 day validation, we can go back to the Monte
Carlo tab and do some forecasts!
Go to the Monte Carlo tab.
Tap the Plot/Traces/Report button until you see the typing fields / settings.
Change days withheld to 0. Now we are not going to withhold any data for a
backtest, we are going to forecast, from today forward.
Press RunMC. Then tap the Plot button.
Here we see a slightly diﬀerent envelope graph.
The blue line "reality" is unknown in the future, so we flatline it at the last known
price, as a reference.

set to 0 to forecast instead of backtest, then press RunMC
cumulative
distribution
same
data as
bell curve
in summed
form
(integrated)

blue flatline
at last known
actual price

bell curve =
slice thru
monte carlo
model =
probability
density

blue actual curve = flatline
implies forecasting

41. Forecasting notes, querying the envelope graph
Make sure you are on the Monte Carlo tab, and go to the Plot setting.
Slide the top slider (yellow graph) all the way to the right to start, just to see things better on the graphs.
Examining the forecast envelope graph on the lower larger graph, we notice that the green 50th percentile curve is a bit
downward-trending compared to the blue flatline (last-known real price of SPY). Ok, so our forecast is that overall: that we
expect SPY to trend or drift slightly downward over the next 3 months (as a trend, not accounting for daily random variation /
volatility). Again: "According to the model."
Picking oﬀ prices from predefined 1%/5%/50% curves:
Observe the red and magenta curves (1% and 5% risk traces, respectively). We can slide the bottom slider to pick oﬀ price
points from the red and magenta curves at diﬀerent days forward (less than or equal to our 63 trading day / 3 month forecast
setup).
For example, we can check 1 month ahead by sliding the bottom slider to 21 days fwd (remember we are computing with
"trading days" not "calendar days") and the bottom vertical bar has some numbers next to it in red and magenta and bright
green. These numbers are the prices read oﬀ of the red, magenta, and green curves for this 21 day setting.
According to the model, there is a 5% or 1 in 20 chance of the actual price going below the 5% magenta curve price, and there
is a 1 in 100 chance of the actual price going below the 1% red curve price. The "most probable" price according to the model
is the 50% green curve price.
The bell curve:
We notice also when we slide the bottom slider to the left and right, we see a bell curve-like graph shown on top (bell curve
shown sideways, kind of coarsely drawn). This is the actual Monte Carlo results sliced at that time-slice you have set on the
bottom slider. Notice that this bell curve gets wider as you slide the bottom graph vertical slider to the right. This is just an
alternate view of the Monte Carlo model so novices can see that results in the mid range are more probable (the peak of the bell
curve) than at the extremes (tails of bell curve). In fact, this bell curve is just a diﬀerent view of the same data plotted on the top
yellow graph.
The top yellow graph is the "cumulative" distribution, and the bottom bell curve that shows sideways on the graph as you drag
is the "probability density" distribution.
The top yellow graph is smoother-looking because it is a cumulative (cumulative sum) probability graph, and this summing
process makes the noise in the Monte Carlo results less visible. The bell curve graph is kind of jagged looking because our
default monte carlo setting is 5000 trials. If we increase this number (which we will demonstrate shortly), this coarse bell curve
will start to smooth out towards a more theoretical-looking bell shaped curve.

42. Arbitrary probabilities
•

Using the top slider (yellow graph) we can slide it sideways to set an arbitrary probability to check, such as 95%, 99%, or 99.5%.

•

Obvious rules of thumb

•

1 in 20 chance = 95%, 1 in 100 chance = 99%, 1 in 200 chance = 99.5%

•

In retrospect, we may want to eventually add more rare probabilities to this modeler, since you would never get on an airplane if it
had a 1 in 100 chance of crashing. Would you invest a lot of money if you had a 1 in 100 chance of losing it? How much can you
aﬀord to lose with a 1 in 100 chance? This is of course a topic for investment theory outside the scope of this modeler.

•

For now, let's go back to our 95% example: Move the top slider to the right and set it to 95%

•

The bottom graph black curve will go up⬆ toward the top of the probability envelope as you slide the yellow graph slider to the right ➞.

•

Then if you leave that bottom slider at 21 days fwd, you can read oﬀ the 95% price value from the top YELLOW graph. The yellow graph
takes into account the "days fwd" setting on the bottom graph.

•

★ Recall that the top and bottom graphs work together to help you select given prices, probabilities, and days forward. You have to
pay attention to the settings of both top and bottom graph sliders when reading numbers oﬀ of the graphs.

•

The 95% price value suggests that there is a 95% chance that the actual value at 21 trading days ahead will be LOWER than this value.
We of course cannot check this ahead of time, because that is the future... remember, we are forecasting now. Our current price "blue
curve" is flatline at the last known closing price, because we don't know what it will be. We are forecasting into unknown territory.

•

This is why we are so concerned with backtesting and model calibration/tuning in this app. It is diﬃcult to trust a model that you can't
actually check. Backtesting is not fully suﬃcient of course, since the future is often not like the past at all. But if we backtest in various
ways and check results versus backtests, we may become more comfortable with these types of models.

•

As counter-examples, we can easily Google search for some similar non-backtested Monte Carlo models built in 2017 for bitcoin price
forecasting, and results are ludicrous compared to what actually happened in the crypto space:

•

https://medium.com/spreadstreet/bitcoin-madness-how-to-simulate-bitcoin-prices-in-google-sheets-c61cb42f26ed

•

https://medium.com/spreadstreet/10-statistical-price-predictions-for-10-cryptocurrencies-b8167f076d5d

43. Refinement options
•

Now that our model is somewhat tuned, we can crank up the Monte Carlo model iterations to refine it
further. This setting is to the right of the RunMC button, where its default is 5000.

•

We can add a zero or two to have it run 50,000 or 500,000 iterations, leaving all other model settings
the same. Always press RunMC after you change this setting. This setting is the number of monte
carlo price paths generated.

•

As a result, when we slide the bottom curve slider left and right, we see a smoother bell curve and
slightly diﬀerent estimated values.

•

Note: if you leave this setting at a larger value and then do the Validate, the validation will take longer.

•

As you get more familiar with this app, it may be a good idea to recheck the Validate step after you
crank up the Monte Carlo run count setting. You may notice that some minor refinement may be in
order, via additional tuning (which will take somewhat longer with the higher Monte Carlo count).

•

However, our current example model is not 100% spot-on for all targets, and we are currently using
the sledgehammer approach of Black Swan events for tuning, so this is less of an issue now. We
mention it for future reference as you get more familiar with model refinement, and when you start to
use the more subtle tuning methods in the iPad app (volatility and skew tuning).

increase run count to refine, then press Run MC

notice
more refined
(smoother) curves

44. Advanced refinement: Risk Free Rate,
project the estimated price to
present value
•

Advanced users (beginners can skip this for now)

•

On the top yellow graph, we report out a blue $price value (at that probability as set on the top graph, and at the "days fwd" of
the bottom graph, because the two graph sliders work together).

•

Now notice also a red $price at the top of the yellow graph. This is the blue $price projected back to the present using the risk
free rate as specified by the RFR% item in the Monte Carlo settings (to the left of days backwd to sample), using the standard
(exponential) accounting formula to take a future value and project it back in time to "now" by applying continuous compounding.

•

We have this set to some default value of 1.5% or so. In reality, it may be larger than this now, and you may want to set it to the
current risk free rate as published, if indeed you care about projecting your estimate back to the present.

•

Ref: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/risk-freerate.asp

•

Since these models are certainly not accurate to the nearest penny (and possibly not even to the nearest dollar!), this PV@RFR
(present value at risk free rate) is mainly provided for longer term Monte Carlo studies, where the rate has a larger eﬀect on the
estimated price. For short time horizons of 3 months or maybe even a year, the noise and errors in the model are likely to swamp
any low interest rate considerations. It is important to not be "misleadingly accurate" with these types of models.

•

This is the precise formula used:

•

presentPrice = futurePrice/exp(riskFreeRate*daysForward/252)

•

This formula may only be valid for the traditional markets, not the 365 trading days / year crypto markets, but this is open for
discussion; please contact the app developer via the iPhone App Store review mechanism if other formulations of risk free rate
price projection are desired.

Pro Tip

risk free rate is used to project the estimated future value back to the present
PV = Present Value implies: value at start of forecast period or start of backtest period

Low interest rate +
short term forecast +
coarse model will
make the eﬀect of
RFR negligible
RFR
considerations may
be useful
for longer term models

What we have done so far
•

Coarsely calibrated and validated a 3 month forecast
model for SPY via single step bulk backtest

•

Refined the model calibration and tuning via a more
exhaustive 100 x 3 month Validate process

•

Changed from backtesting to forecasting so we can pick
oﬀ price/probabilities from future price envelope
forecasts.

Next steps
(just hints for now, see Training slide set 2)
•

After you have a nicely-tuned model...

•

How to specify a strike price, and what the app can do with it:

•

Hint 1: strike price is entered in Monte Carlo screen Tune popup, near the top. You must re-run
the model after you change the strike price.

•

Hint 2: the app can estimate the probability of being over or under this strike price, up to and
including any given day in the model study period (e.g. our 63 trading days / 3 months) ... this may
be useful if you are looking at put/call options at given strike prices in the future. As you move the
time slider left and right on the envelope graph, the "over/under strike" probabilities are
recalculated.

•

Hint 3: for academic purposes, some European style "at expiration" put/call prices at your given
strike price can be estimated by the app, but this pricing does not yet consider standard American
options which can be exercised before the expiration.

•

The dark green vertical bar on the Monte Carlo plot: as we noted earlier, this represents
aggregate residuals from the last Validate process, showing how far the 50% percentile estimate
was from reality, in the long term Validate backtest. This topic is somewhat more advanced and
requires a separate training session. But those familiar with model residuals in other contexts may
get an intuitive feel for what is going on by examining the app Version release notes in the App
Store, and the notations on the graphs in the app itself. The basic concept is that all models have
some prediction error, so how can we use this prediction error to refine our price range estimates
even further.

Exercises
•

Repeat the tuning/forecasting exercise with DIA and QQQ. You can start
with the same tuning parameters that worked okay for SPY.

•

After validating a model, try using strike prices and days forward settings
from published options chains, e.g. :

•

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/SPY/options?
p=SPY&date=1561680000

•

You will need to do the math yourself for the proper "days forward" setting
to use in the app for a given option's expiration date, since options chains
are listed by calendar dates, not "trading days" deltas from today.

•

Examine the app's % above / below strike price estimates and compare to
the options prices listed on options exchanges. You may be able to get an
idea if a given option's price is a "bargain" based upon your own model's
%over/under strike probabilities.

Other app features that can be explored later
•

Portfolios: construct a small portfolio of assets and give a share count to each asset. Do Monte Carlo calibration and
forecasting on the whole portfolio, taking into account historical correlations among all assets, not just pairwise correlations
between assets.

•

Compare daily returns histograms between assets in the portfolio in various time windows and sort the returns histograms by
the stat of your choice (volatility, tail ratio, bearish-to-bullish skew, mean, fatness of return distribution tails [kurtosis])

•

A recent paper which defines and notes the usefulness of returns tail-ratios:

•

https://blog.quantopian.com/using-machine-learning-to-predict-out-of-sample-performance-of-trading-algorithms/

•

Examine correlations between assets at various time periods visually, slicing thru the daily returns point cloud for all assets.

•

Automatically construct multi-factor models, viz: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/famaandfrenchthreefactormodel.asp
(e.g. similar to Fama-French "multi-beta" models)

•

•

e.g. DOW returns = function of (SPY, QQQ) returns

•

to see if there is hedging opportunity

•

to see if any true "alpha" existed in one asset vs. another (historically)

•

Compute your own "beta" values (along with alphas and multi factor betas) for various time frames, and with various
references e.g. AAPL = alpha + beta*SPY + betaTECH*VGT

•

Note: VGT is a tech sector ETF, so we can compute if an asset might have "true alpha" versus it's own sector, or if it only
has "beta" (e.g. more or less volatile but similar behavior as it's sector)

•

our multifactor beta models can be generated for any window of time in the past, but we don't have forward forecasts or
automatic estimates of stationarity ("non-changing over time") of these beta models.

Run a share count optimization on a small portfolio of semi-correlated assets, tuning the optimization to "worst case"
scenarios of 1% risk, or a blended optimization target of risk reduction versus forecasted 50th percentile gain. Compare this
optimization your own portfolio recommendations determined by other means.

Exotic / experimental uses
•

Estimate diﬀerent types of betas for crypto-currencies
such as "beta to bitcoin" or "beta to Ethereum"

•
•

[Since crypto doesn't correlate well to the market as a
whole now, ordinary beta-to-SPY is not very useful for
crypto.]

Build and tune Monte Carlo models for selected crypto
currencies which take into account the fat-tail nature of
crypto (high risk / high reward).

Appendix

•

How the Validate / AcceptRanges are computed

•

(In the Validate / Report section of the app).

AcceptRanges
in Validate / Report ... discussion
Recall this from the Validate / Report discussion:
Here we take our 4 interesting tuning targets: top 95th percentile, midrange 50th percentile value, and 1%
and 5% values,
and do a simple analysis on whether our model is close to reality in this more extreme Validate case, or
whether reality is blowing past our targets "too much."
"Too much" is determined by a simple statistical calculation based on the number of validation days you have
set up.
Start by thinking of a coin flip example:
E.g. if we flip a coin 4 times, we might very well end up with 1 head and 3 tails.
but this does not mean our coin is not "fair" or 50/50 chance of heads versus tails.
It doesn't mean our coin is not "calibrated" to 50/50 probability.
It only means we haven't flipped it enough times to expose the 50/50 chance nature of it.
Similarly, if we try to validate a model, and what we think is 1% risk is really showing as 3% risk, it doesn't
necessarily mean that our model is bad. It might just mean that we haven't run enough validation trials for the
true nature of the model to be exposed.
This involves theories of "binomial distribution," which get pretty confusing to non-statistics folks, but just
examine these "accept range" values and see if you agree. You should be able to do the math yourself if you
know binomial distribution theory:
https://stattrek.com/probability-distributions/binomial.aspx

AcceptRanges
in Validate / Report ... discussion (continued)
And, to be precise, statisticians would not use the words "Accept(able) Range", they would introduce the
"null hypotheses" and say double negative things like "cannot reject", and adding the word "null" to that
makes it a triple negative.
That would complicate our aﬀairs a lot in this app if we started introducing double and triple negative
wording, so we use the colloquial Accept(able) Range of results as a shortcut to a more intuitive app.
The stat guys will rightly say that it is not formally correct to say that you can have an "Accept Range" in this
type of study: you really have a "cannot reject" of some hypothesis about this range.
However, this Monte Carlo modeling concept is tough enough without introducing double & triple negatives
and null hypothe-ses, so we will save the formalities for the journal review committee.
Experiment you can try in the app:
You will see that if you set the Validate days to withhold to a small number such as 10 and re-run the
validation, the Accept Ranges for the various targets get WIDER (e.g. check out the 50th percentile Accept
Range).
This matches intuition from a coin flip example. For a smaller number of coin flips, we expect more
variance from the exact 50/50 chance we know the coin to have. But, if we flip 1000 times, we expect the
heads/tail ratio to be pretty close to 50/50 (within a narrow range), for a fair coin.
With the AcceptRange values, what we want is to give people some directionally-correct intuition about
these models and how well they backtest to various targets, and then add formality as needed to increase
accuracy and understanding.

